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ABSTRACT
We revisit the construction of N = 2 superconformal multiplets using rheonomic
superspace techniques. We apply the result to the derivation of off-shell Poincare´ super-
symmetric models where a tensor multiplet couples to gravity and to an arbitrary number
of vector multiplets. We also analyze gaugings involving the tensor field.
1 Introduction
Supergravity theories are the primary framework for investigating low-energy approxi-
mations of string theory and proved to be extremely important in addressing questions
about the vacuum selection process, the analysis of non-perturbative phenomena and the
understanding of supersymmetry breaking mechanisms. When string theory is compact-
ified to four dimensions, branes and fluxes are commonly used to stabilize the vacuum
and this results in generic gauged supergravity models as effective theories [1]. The study
of such models has shown that tensor fields play an important role: they are at the basis
of the so-called magnetic gaugings, where, by a Stu¨ckelberg mechanism, they become
massive by eating some combination of the gauge vectors [2].
It is clear that in four dimensions one can always dualize a massless tensor field to a
scalar and a massive tensor to a massive vector, but most often the natural configuration
emerging from flux compactifications contains tensor fields from the very beginning, as
they derive from higher rank form-fields in ten dimensions. The duality relation needed
to transform these degrees of freedom into scalars or vectors is non-perturbative [3].
Moreover, the full gauge structure of the theory in the presence of tensor fields is that of
a free differential algebra, rather than that of an ordinary Lie group [4]. Also, while the
models with tensor fields and those with their scalar or vector duals are equivalent on-
shell, it is not at all clear that they remain equivalent off-shell or when one considers higher
order derivative corrections. This, in turn, affects exact results that could be obtained on
the computations of the black hole entropy by means of localization techniques [5, 6, 7],
or on the stability properties of the selected vacuum when including non-perturbative
effects. In fact, while there are natural corrections to the scalar potential that can be
obtained from non-perturbative effects, it is more difficult to get similar results if the
fundamental field in the theory is a tensor rather than a scalar. For these reasons we
decided to investigate once more the off-shell couplings of a tensor field to an N = 2
extended supergravity theory, also in the presence of vector multiplets.
The couplings of tensor multiplets in generic (gauged) N = 2 supergravity theories
have been investigated before in various ways. The general on-shell Lagrangian and
supersymmetry transformations have been worked out in [8, 9, 10], also in relation to
flux compactifications scenarios. Double tensor and vector-tensor multiplets were also
considered in [11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. For what concerns the off-shell formulation, the main
reference is [16], where, using superconformal tensor calculus and building on [17, 18],
the off-shell conformal coupling of tensor multiplets to supergravity has been derived
and various implications of the construction have been discussed, including a derivation
of the classification of 4-dimensional quaternionic-Ka¨hler manifolds with two commuting
isometries. While the direct introduction of hypermultiplets forces an on-shell formulation
[19], or the use of an infinite set of auxiliary fields [20], tensor multiplets can be realized off-
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shell also with respect to Poincare´ supersymmetry, recovering the hypermultiplet scalar
manifold geometry on-shell.
In this work we consider the off-shell formulation of the couplings of the tensor mul-
tiplet to gravity and vector multiplets also in the Poincare´ limit. In order to do so, we
use the superconformal approach for the construction of the off-shell Lagrangian and
supersymmetry rules of the N = 2 theory, but we use a non-linear multiplet as a com-
pensator for the conformal symmetries rather than a hypermultiplet [21, 22]. The choice
of this approach comes with a series of byproducts. We first review the construction
of the supersymmetry rules for the Weyl, chiral, vector, tensor and non-linear multiplet
using the rheonomic principle. This provides an independent derivation and a test of the
expressions in the literature, which in one case need some minor correction. We then
construct the action for a model that in the Poincare´ limit contains the gravity multiplet
coupled to an arbitrary number of vector fields and a single tensor multiplet. From this
analysis we show interesting relations between the various multiplets, some of which are
new to our knowledge. We also discuss the duality relation between the tensor field in
our model and the dual quaternionic manifold, pointing out possible generalizations. Fi-
nally we construct an off-shell coupling between the vector and tensor multiplets, which
corresponds to an electric gauging of the shift symmetry of the scalar dual to the ten-
sor field. There are two interesting aspects in this construction: it is realized off-shell,
before the symmetries of the dual quaternionic-Ka¨hler manifold are made explicit, and
it is constructed in a frame with an existing prepotential for the vector-multiplet scalar
manifold. It would be interesting to see if one could also construct generalizations of
magnetic gaugings along the lines of [2, 23, 24] in this off-shell framework.
2 Conformal supergravity
2.1 Generalities
In this work we will follow a geometric approach to derive the supersymmetry transfor-
mations of off-shell N = 2 conformal supergravity and its multiplets, which we will then
use to construct the action of the various N = 2 multiplets in the so-called Poincare´
off-shell supergravity.
The superconformal algebra in four dimensions with two supercharges is an extension
of the Poincare´ superalgebra, by means of a dilatation generator D, special conformal
transformations generators Ka, conformal supersymmetry generators S
A and the genera-
tors of the U(2) R-symmetry group TAB. The multiplets under conformal supersymmetry
do not have a one-to-one correspondence with the multiplets of Poincare´ supersymmetry.
For this reason we will first discuss separately the superconformal multiplets and only
later construct supersymmetric actions and couplings for the N = 2 Poincare´ theory.
The way to go from one formalism to the other is to assume that some of the fields of the
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conformal theory are just compensators for the extra symmetries, so that we can obtain
the ordinary supersymmetric action by fixing these fields to specific values.
The geometric approach we follow here has been described in detail in various in-
stances before [10, 25] and for this reason we will be very short in its presentation, unless
we need to explain peculiar features of the system under analysis. The first step is to
extend the fields in our theory to superfields with N = 2 supersymmetry. We define
the curvatures of these fields by providing a realization of the superconformal algebra on
them. We then solve the Bianchi identities on these curvatures by fixing their parame-
terization requiring that the expansion of the curvatures along the corresponding basis in
superspace is given only in terms of the physical fields. This is the so-called rheonomic
principle and implies that no additional degrees of freedom have been introduced in the
theory. The solution of the Bianchi identities allows then the derivation of the supersym-
metry rules, which, from the point of view of superspace, are just Lie derivatives along
the vector ǫ = ǫ¯ADA + ǫ¯AD
A, where DA and D
A are the vectors dual to the gravitino
1-forms: DA(ψ
B) = DB(ψA) = δ
B
A 1 and 1 is the unity in spinor space. Concretely:
LǫAM = (iǫd+ diǫ)AM = DǫM + iǫFM , (2.1)
where AM is the set of connections, FM the corresponding curvatures, iǫ represents the
inner product with the vector ǫ and D is the covariant derivative with respect to the
superalgebra.
Let us show explicitly this construction by applying it to the fundamental multiplet
of conformal supergravity: the Weyl multiplet.
2.2 Weyl multiplet
The Weyl multiplet is the multiplet that contains all the fields dual to the generators of
the superconformal algebra. We have the vielbein ea, dual to the translation generators
Pa, the spin connection ω
ab, dual to the Lorentz generatorsMab, the conformal vielbein f
a,
dual to the generators of special conformal transformations Ka, the 1-form b, dual to the
dilatation generator D, the gravitino 1-forms ψA, dual to the supersymmetry generators
QA, the conformal gravitino 1-forms φ
A, dual to the conformal supersymmetry generators
SA and the R-symmetry vectors ω
A
B and A, dual to the SU(2)× U(1) generators TAB and
TU(1). In addition, to complete the off-shell multiplet, we have some additional auxiliary
fields: a doublet of fermions χA, an antisymmetric complex tensor TABab = −TBAab and a
real scalar D. All these fields have a fixed charge qw under Weyl and qc under chiral U(1)
transformations as summarized in the following table, where we also include the chirality
of the fermion fields. This allows us to introduce a shorthand notation for the covariant
derivative, which includes the Weyl and U(1) connections b and A as
D = d− qw b− iqcA+ . . . , (2.2)
3
ea ψA b A ωAB TABab χA D fa φA ωab
qw -1 -
1
2
0 0 0 1 3
2
2 1 1
2
0
qc 0
1
2
0 0 0 1 1
2
0 0 1
2
0
γ5 + + -
Table 1: Weyl multiplet
where the dots stand for the other (Lorentz, SU(2)) connections.
The curvatures defined from the connections in Table 1 provide a representation of
the superconformal algebra:
Tˆ a ≡ dea + ωabeb + b ea − ψ¯AγaψA = Dea − ψ¯AγaψA, (2.3)
Kˆa ≡ dfa + ωabf b − b fa − φ¯AγaφA = Dfa − φ¯AγaφA, (2.4)
Rˆab ≡ dωab + ωacωcb + 4f [aeb] + ψ¯AγabφA + ψ¯AγabφA
= Rab + 4f [aeb] + ψ¯AγabφA + ψ¯Aγ
abφA, (2.5)
QˆA ≡ dψA + 1
4
ωabγabψ
A +
1
2
b ψA − i
2
AψA + ωABψB − γaφAea (2.6)
= DψA − γaφAea,
SˆA ≡ dφA + 1
4
ωabγabφ
A − 1
2
b φA − i
2
AφA + ωABφB − γaψAfa (2.7)
= DφA − γaψAfa,
Bˆ ≡ db+ 2eafa + ψ¯AφA + ψ¯AφA, (2.8)
Fˆ ≡ dA− i (ψ¯AφA − ψ¯AφA) , (2.9)
RˆAB ≡ dωAB + ωAC ωCB − 2ψ¯AφB − 2φ¯AψB + δAB
(
ψ¯CφC − ψ¯CφC
)
(2.10)
= RAB − 2ψ¯AφB − 2φ¯AψB + δAB
(
ψ¯CφC − ψ¯CφC
)
.
It is straightforard to check that Bianchi identities close imposing zero curvature condi-
tions. In order to go beyond, we need to give parameterizations of the curvatures. We do
it in a framework where we impose constraints that remove ωab, φA and fa from the set
of physical fields and make them functions of the other fields. This is needed to obtain
the match of the bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom, which, for the Weyl multiplet
are 24 each. Actually, in order to do that, we also need to introduce the definitions of
the curvatures for the auxiliary fields:
DD ≡ dD − 2bD, (2.11)
4
DχA ≡ dχA + 1
4
ωabγabχ
A − 3
2
b χA − i
2
AχA + ωABχB, (2.12)
DTABab ≡ dTABab − (b+ iA)TABab − 2ωc[aTAB|c|b]. (2.13)
We can then solve the corresponding Bianchi identities in superspace and the result is
the full parameterization of the curvatures as follows:
Tˆ a = 0, (2.14)
Kˆa =
1
2
ebecKbc
a +
(
ψ¯AψBTb
ab
AB + ψ¯AψBTb
abAB
)
+
1
2
(
ψ¯Aγcρb
ba
A e
c + ψ¯Aγcρb
baAec
)− 1
2
ea
(
ψ¯AγbχbA + ψ¯Aγ
bχAb
)
+
1
2
D ψ¯AγaψA, (2.15)
Rˆab =
1
2
ecedRˆcd
ab − (ψ¯AγcρabA + ψ¯AγcρabA) ec
+
(
ψ¯Aγcγ
abχA + ψ¯Aγcγ
abχA
)
ec + 2
(
ψ¯AψBT abAB + ψ¯AψBT
abAB
)
, (2.16)
QˆA =
1
2
eaebρAab −
1
2
TABab γ
abγcψB e
c (2.17)
SˆA =
1
2
eaebφAab −
1
8
Rcd
A
Bγ
cdγaψ
Bea +
i
8
FcdγcdγaψAea
+
1
4
T c,deABγcγdeγaψBe
a + γaψ
A ψ¯BγaχB, (2.18)
Bˆ =
1
2
eaebBab + ψ¯
AγaχAe
a + ψ¯Aγaχ
Aea, (2.19)
Fˆ = 1
2
eaebFab + i
(
ψ¯AγaχAe
a − ψ¯AγaχAea
)
, (2.20)
RˆAB =
1
2
ecedRcd
A
B − 2
(
ψ¯AγaχB − ψ¯BγaχA
)
ea + δAB
(
ψ¯CγaχC − ψ¯CγaχC
)
ea, (2.21)
DD = eaDa + ψ¯AγaχaA + ψ¯AγaχAa , (2.22)
DχA = eaχAa +
1
4
TABb cd γ
cdγbψB − i
8
FabγabψA + 1
2
DψA
+
1
2
Tab
ABγabφB − 1
8
Rab
A
Bγ
abψB, (2.23)
DTABab = e
cTABc ab + ψ¯
[Aρ
B]
ab . (2.24)
Note that imposing T a = 0 tells us that ωab is a function of the vielbein, but also of
ψA and especially of b. This implies that the Riemann curvature does not satisfy the
standard constraints. For instance we still have that
Rˆa[b cd] = 0, (2.25)
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but now
Rˆ[ab
c
d] = −B[abδcd]. (2.26)
As mentioned above, the closure of Bianchi identities (BI) really follows only upon impos-
ing appropriate constraints, used to remove the extra degrees of freedom with respect to
the physical ones. They can be obtained in a fast way by inspecting the Bianchi identities
at the ψAγaψA level. From the gravitino BI we get a relation between the gravitino field
strength and the spin 1/2 field in the multiplet
γbρAab = −2γaχA, ⇔ eaγaρA =
1
3
eaebecγabcχ
A, (2.27)
as well as the fact that the gravitino curvature has to satisfy a self-duality condition:
ρAab =
i
2
ǫab
cdρAcd. (2.28)
From the dilatation gauge field BI we obtain a relation between its curvature and the
curvature of A:
Bab = −1
2
ǫabcdF cd ⇔ B+ab = iF+ab . (2.29)
From the conformal gravitino BI we obtain
φAab +
i
2
ǫabcdφ
cdA = −γabγcχAc + 2γ[aρcAb]c − 8TABab χB, (2.30)
and
γabφabA = 2γ
aχaA. (2.31)
Finally, from the spin connection BI we get
Rˆca
c
b +Bab + iFab − 2D ηab + 8 TacAB T cbAB = 0. (2.32)
Note that the constraints are S-invariant and therefore, when closing Bianchi identities,
terms with φA cancel by themselves. On the other hand they are not Q-supersymmetric
invariant, but rather transform into each other by the action of supersymmetry. For
instance, (2.28) follows from (2.27), (2.30) follows from (2.29) and (2.31) follows from
supersymmetry applied to the trace of (2.32).
The constraints (2.27) and (2.32) are especially important, because their solution in
ordinary space-time gives an expression for the conformal gravitini and for the conformal
vielbein in terms of the other fields. These can be derived by projecting the constraints
from superspace to ordinary spacetime, which is obtained by replacing the curvatures
in the constraints in terms of the physical fields. The final expressions, in turn, can be
read from the curvature parameterizations. For instance, the spacetime definition of ρAab
follows from (2.17) and (2.6) as
ρAµν = 2D[µψ
A
ν] + 2γ[µφ
A
ν] − /TABγ[µψν]B, (2.33)
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where
Dµψ
A
ν =
[
∂µ +
1
4
ωµ
abγab − 1
2
(bµ + iAµ)
]
ψAν − ΓρµνψAρ + ωµABψBν (2.34)
and Γρµν is the standard Levi–Civita connection. Plugging this into the constraint (2.27),
one finds
φAa =
1
24
(
γaγ
bc − 3γbcγa
) [
2Dbψ
A
c − /TABγbψcB −
2
3
γbcχ
A
]
. (2.35)
Similarly, the conformal vielbein is determined by (2.32) once one plugs in the expression
for the curvature and the other fields. We only give here the expression for its trace,
which is going to be needed in the following:
faa = −
1
12
R +
2
3
D − 1
12
(
ψ¯µAγ
µνρDνψ
A
ρ − 4 ψ¯µAψνBT µνAB + 2 ψ¯µAγµχA + h.c.
)
. (2.36)
Now that we have the full parameterizations of the Weyl multiplet it is also straight-
forward to deduce the transformation rules of the physical fields with respect to the
conformal supergroup by direct inspection of the parameterization themselves, by means
of (2.1). As an example we give here the transformation of the 1-form b and of the
conformal vielbein under special conformal transformations:
δΛkf
a = LΛkfa = iΛkKa +DΛak = DΛak, (2.37)
δΛkb = −2eaΛk a. (2.38)
An analogous procedure gives all the other transformations including supersymmetry.
The only care that is needed is with respect to the fact that the constraints are not
invariant under supersymmetry and therefore supersymmetry transformations of the fields
removed by the constraints, namely ωab, fa and φA, change by extra terms proportional to
curvature tensors. The resulting supersymmetry transformations for the whole multiplet
match the structure presented in [26, 19].
2.3 Chiral multiplet
We now move to the analysis of the matter multiplets. The first multiplet we consider is
the chiral multiplet, which is a generalization to the conformal extended algebra of the
chiral representation one has for minimally supersymmetric models in four dimensions.
This is a general multiplet of conformal and chiral weight q, whose field content is sum-
marized in Table 2. There are two complex scalar fields P and C, two spin 1/2 fields σA
and ΩA and a complex self-dual tensor t
+
ab, so that(
δcdab −
i
2
ǫab
cd
)
t+cd = 0 ⇔ γabψAt+ab = 0. (2.39)
We will see later that the vector multiplet is a special instance of such multiplet with
q = 1 and further constrained.
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P σA ZAB t
+
ab ΩA C
qw q q +
1
2
q + 1 q + 1 q + 3
2
q + 2
qc q q − 12 q − 1 q − 1 q − 32 q − 2
γ5 + +
Table 2: Chiral Multiplet
The curvature definitions for the chiral multiplet are
DP = dP − q (b+ iA)P, (2.40)
DσA = dσA +
1
4
ωabγabσA − ωBAσB −
(
q +
1
2
)
b σA − i
(
q − 1
2
)
AσA, (2.41)
DZAB = [d− (q + 1)b− i(q − 1)A]ZAB − 2ωC(AZB)C , (2.42)
Dtab
+ = [d− (q + 1)b− i(q − 1)A] tab+ − 2ωc[at|c|b]+, (2.43)
DΩA =
[
d+
1
4
ωabγab −
(
q +
3
2
)
b− i
(
q − 3
2
)
A
]
ΩA − ωBAΩB, (2.44)
DC = [d− (q + 2)b− i(q − 2)A]C, (2.45)
while the parameterizations that satisfy the BI following from the definitions above are
DP = eaPa + i ψ¯
AσA, (2.46)
DσA = e
aσaA − i γaψA Pa + 1
2
ǫAB /t
+
ψB + ZABψ
B + 2 iq P φA , (2.47)
DZAB = e
aZaAB + ψ¯(Aγ
aσaB) + ψ¯
CΩ(AǫB)C + 2(q − 1)φ¯(AσB), (2.48)
Dtab
+ = ectc ab +
1
4
ǫAB ψ¯Aγ
cγabσcB − 1
4
ψ¯AγabΩA +
1
2
(q + 1) ǫABφ¯AγabσB, (2.49)
DΩA = e
aΩaA +
1
2
γabγcψA tc ab + γ
aψC ZaABǫ
BC + C ǫABψ
B+
+ i γaγbcψC PaTbcABǫ
BC + i q P γaγbcψC ǫ
BC Ta bcAB (2.50)
− 4 χ¯[AγaσB] ǫBC γaψC − 2(q + 1)ZABǫBCφC − (q − 1)γabφA t+ab,
DC = eaCa − ǫABψ¯AγaΩaB − 8ψ¯AχB ǫACǫBDZCD
+ ǫABǫCD(q − 1)ψ¯AγabγcσD Tc abBC + ǫABǫCDψ¯AγabγcσcDTabBC (2.51)
− 2 q ǫABφ¯AΩB.
Also in this case the supersymmetry transformation rules we deduce from this construc-
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tion match the ones in [26, 27, 19], modulo differences that are related to different con-
ventions.
2.4 Vector multiplet
As mentioned in the previous subsection, the vector multiplet is a special instance of chiral
multiplet. The matter content is restricted to a complex scalar field L, two fermions λA,
a vector field Wµ and a triplet of auxiliary fields YAB = YBA, satisfying
YAB = ǫACǫBDY
CD. (2.52)
The charges in our conventions are presented in Table 3.
Wµ YAB λA L
qw 0 2
3
2
1
qc 0 0
1
2
1
γ5 +
Table 3: Vector Multiplet
Since we are going to consider an arbitrary number nV + 1 of such multiplets, one
of which is going to play the role of compensator, in the following we will add an index
Λ,Σ, . . . = 0, 1, . . . , nV to the fields. The curvature definitions for such multiplets are the
following
FΛ ≡ dWΛ − 1
2
LΛψ¯AψBǫ
AB − 1
2
L¯Λψ¯AψBǫAB, (2.53)
DY ΛAB ≡ dY ΛAB − 2bY ΛAB − 2ωC (AY Λ|C|B), (2.54)
DλΛA ≡ dλΛA +
1
4
ωabγabλ
Λ
A −
3
2
bλΛA −
i
2
AλΛA − ωBAλΛB, (2.55)
DLΛ ≡ dLΛ − (b+ iA)LΛ, (2.56)
while their rheonomic parameterization, solving the corresponding Bianchi identities is
FΛ =
1
2
eaeb
(FΛab + LΛTabABǫAB + L¯ΛTABab ǫAB)
− 1
2
eaψ¯Aγaλ
Λ
Bǫ
AB − 1
2
eaψ¯Aγaλ
BΛǫAB, (2.57)
DY ΛAB = e
aY ΛaAB + ψ¯(Aγ
aλΛaB) + ǫ(A|C|ǫB)Dψ¯
CγaλΛDa , (2.58)
DλΛA = e
aλΛaA + γ
aψA L
Λ
a +
1
2
ǫAB /FΛψB + Y ΛABψB − 2LΛφA, (2.59)
9
DLΛ = eaLΛa + ψ¯
AλΛA. (2.60)
The construction of the action for this multiplet requires also the following parameteri-
zation
DLΛa = e
bSΛab − 2faLΛ +
LΛ
2
(Bab + Fab) eb + 1
2
λ¯ΛAρ
A
ab e
b + ψ¯AλΛaA − λ¯ΛAγaφA (2.61)
− 2LΛ ψ¯AγaχA + 1
2
λ¯ΛA/T
AB
γaψB,
where SΛab = S
Λ
ba. Also in this case, up to differences due to conventions, the result agrees
with [26, 27, 19].
2.5 Tensor multiplet
The multiplet we are more interested in this work is the tensor multiplet, presented in
Table 4. This contains a 2-form B, a triplet of scalars LAB = LBA, satisfying
LAB = ǫACǫBDL
CD, (2.62)
a complex auxiliary field G and a doublet of spin 1/2 fields ζA.
B LAB ζA G
qw 0 2
5
2
3
qc 0 0 −12 -1
γ5 +
Table 4: Tensor Multiplet
The curvature definitions are
H ≡ dB + iLABǫBC ψ¯AγaψCea, (2.63)
DLAB ≡ dLAB − 2bLAB + 2ω(ACLB)C , (2.64)
DζA ≡ dζA + 1
4
ωabγabζ
A − 5
2
b ζA +
i
2
AζA + ωABζB, (2.65)
DG ≡ dG− 3bG+ iAG (2.66)
and the rheonomic parameterization is
H =
1
6
eaebecHabc +
i
4
(
ψ¯Aγabζ
BǫAB − ψ¯AγabζBǫAB
)
eaeb, (2.67)
DLAB = eaLABa + ψ¯
(AζB) + ǫ(A|C|ǫB)Dψ¯CζD, (2.68)
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DζA = eaζAa − 4LACφC + γaψBLABa + ǫABH˜aγaψB +GψA, (2.69)
DG = eaGa + 2φ¯Aζ
A + ψ¯Aγ
aζAa − 8LABψ¯AχB − ψ¯AγcdζB TcdCDǫACǫBD, (2.70)
where we introduced the notation
H˜a =
1
6
ǫabcdHbcd. (2.71)
Once more the result agrees with [26, 19, 17, 18, 16], up to differences in the conventions.
2.6 Non-linear multiplet
The last multiplet we consider is the non-linear multiplet. This is a peculiar multiplet,
whose fields have non-linear transformations under supersymmetry even off-shell. Its
main purpose in this work is to provide the degrees of freedom needed as compensators
of the SU(2) transformations of the superconformal extended group.
The field content is summarized in Table 5. There is a triplet of scalar fields, arranged
in a 2 by 2 matrix, with a non-trivial action of the superconformal SU(2) subgroup on
one side (acting on the A,B,C, . . . indices) and of a flavour SU(2) on the other (acting
on the i, j, k, . . . indices). For this reason it satisfies the following relations:
ΦAi Φ
j
A = δ
j
i , Φ
A
i Φ
i
B = δ
A
B, Φ
A
i = ǫ
ABǫijΦ
j
B, Φ
A
i Φ
i
aA = 0. (2.72)
We then have a doublet of fermion fields τA, a complex field MAB = −MBA and a real
vector field V a. Since the bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom do not match, we
have to impose a constraint on the vector field to reduce its degrees of freedom by one.
ΦiA M
AB τA Va
qw 0 1
1
2
1
qc 0 1
1
2
0
γ5 -
Table 5: Non-linear Multiplet
The curvature definitions are
DΦAi ≡ dΦAi + ωABΦBi , (2.73)
DMAB ≡ dMAB − (b+ iA)MAB, (2.74)
DτA ≡ dτA + 1
4
ωabγabτ
A − 1
2
(b+ iA)τA + ωABτB, (2.75)
DVa ≡ dVa − ωbaVb − bVa. (2.76)
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We can then solve the Bianchi identities following from such curvatures, which leads to
the parameterization
DΦAi = e
aΦAa i + (2ψ¯
AτB − δABψ¯CτC − 2ψ¯BτA + δABψ¯CτC)ΦBi , (2.77)
DMAB = eaMABa + 4 ψ¯
[AχB] − ψ¯CγabτCTABab − 4 ψ¯[AγaτB]Va − 2 ψ¯CτCMAB
− 2ψ¯[AγaτB]a − 2ψ¯[AΦB]i γaΦiaCτC , (2.78)
DτA = eaτAa + γ
aψAVa +M
ABψB +
1
2
ΦAi γ
aψBΦiaB − φA
− 2 τA (ψ¯DτD + ψ¯DτD)+ γaψA τ¯BγaτB + 1
2
γabψB τ¯
BγabτA, (2.79)
DVa = e
bVba +
[
1
2
ψ¯AγaχA +
1
4
ψ¯Aγaγbcτ
BT bcAB − ψ¯AγaγbτAVb + ψ¯AγaτBMAB
− 1
2
ψ¯Aγabτ
b
A −
1
2
ΦAi ψ¯Aγaγ
bτBΦibB −
1
2
τ¯Aγaφ
A + h.c.
]
− fa. (2.80)
In order to check the Bianchi identities one has to impose the constraint
V aa = D − 2VaV a −MABMAB +
1
4
ΦAaiΦ
ai
A + τ¯
AγaτaA + τ¯Aγ
aτAa − τ¯A /TABτB
− τ¯A /TABτB − 2τ¯AχA − 2τ¯AχA + 2τ¯AγaτB ΦBaiΦiA. (2.81)
This constraint is invariant under special conformal transformations, supersymmetry and
conformal supersymmetry. The last term is especially needed to prove invariance under
conformal supersymmetry and supersymmetry. Our result crucially differs from the one
in [19] because of the presence of this additional term in the constraint.
3 Actions
Now that we solved all the Bianchi identities of the various multiplets, we can construct
Lagrangians for the models we are interested in. These are models which produce the
couplings of supergravity to an arbitrary number of vector multiplets and one tensor mul-
tiplet off-shell, but without preserving conformal invariance. For this reason we proceed
in steps. First we construct the superconformal couplings of an arbitrary number of vec-
tor multiplets and of a tensor multiplet. Then we introduce the necessary compensators,
which we are going to fix, in order to break conformal invariance and obtain a realization
of the super-Poincare´ group on the action.
While the actions we produce are written in superspace, the ordinary spacetime sec-
tions are obtained by identifying all the components in the rheonomic expansion with the
appropriate spacetime fields, projecting the parameterizations of the curvatures on the
θ = 0 = dθ surface. This is needed because all our forms are expressed in superspace,
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which means that one should in principle expand the supervielbein EI = (ea, ψA, ψA)
and all other fields in superspace, i.e. ea(x, θ) = eaµ(x, θ)dx
µ + e¯aA(x, θ)dθ
A + e¯aA(x, θ)dθA
for the vielbein and analogous expressions for the other superforms. Invariance under
the various symmetries is then straightforward in the superspace approach and can be
easily verified by taking a (covariant) differential of the integrated 4-form and checking
that it vanishes. For supersymmetry this amounts to actually check that each different
projection on the gravitini is vanishing separately [25]. Analogously, for the conformal
supersymmetry, this amounts to check that each different projection on the conformal
gravitini is vanishing.
The multiplets of conformal supergravity are not in one to one correspondence with
the multiplets of ordinary Poincare´ supergravity. For instance, the Weyl multiplet, which
contains the graviton and the gravitini, does not contain the graviphoton, which is a
fundamental field of the N = 2 supergravity multiplet. This means that in order to
construct (off-shell) Poincare´ supergravity using superconformal calculus, we need to at
least couple a vector multiplet to the Weyl multiplet, so that we can introduce the de-
grees of freedom corresponding to the graviphoton. This is indeed what is called the
minimal field representation and it is the common part to each of the different possible
realizations of Poincare´ supergravity from superconformal symmetry. Actually one can
break superconformal invariance, fixing the compensator fields associated to the symme-
tries of the superconformal group that are not present in the Poincare´ group, at least in
three different ways [18]. These are obtained by introducing a compensating hypermulti-
plet, a compensating tensor multiplet or a compensating non-linear multiplet . While all
three choices are legitimate, the fixing of the dilatational symmetry in the first two cases
imposes conditions that are not supersymmetric invariant and that force the use of the
equations of motion, resulting in on-shell Poincare´ models [18, 21]. This is a consequence
of the fact that in the Lagrangian there are terms linear in the D auxiliary field. The
non-linear multiplet on the other hand can be used in a way that removes such linear
terms and therefore one can remain off-shell also after the fixing of the compensator fields.
This is the reason why in the following we will use this multiplet to construct the full
action.
3.1 Vector multiplets action
As explained above, if we want to couple one or more physical vector multiplets to super-
gravity in the Poincare´ action, we need at least two vector multiplets in the conformal
approach, one of the two containing the graviphoton of N = 2 Poincare´ supergravity. For
the sake of generality we then decided to give here the action for a general number of
vector multiplets, one of which will play the role of compensator.
Vector multiplets are restricted chiral multiplets and an interesting property that
follows from this is that an arbitrary holomorphic function of their lowest component
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field LΛ, homogeneous of degree 2 in LΛ, can be identified with the lowest component of
a chiral multiplet with Weyl and chiral charge qw = qc = 2 [19]. If we identify the lowest
component of the chiral field with such holomorphic function as follows
P = P (L), (3.1)
and PΛ, PΛΣ and PΛΣΓ with the first, second and third derivative of P with respect to
LΛ, we obtain that the closure of the vector fields BI imposes the closure of the BI of
the corresponding chiral multiplet. This happens if we identify the various components
of the chiral multiplet in terms of the vector multiplet fields as follows:
σA = −iPΛλΛA, (3.2)
tab
+ = −i PΛF+Λab +
i
8
PΛΣ ǫ
CD λ¯ΣCγ
abλΛD, (3.3)
ZAB = −iPΛY ΛAB +
i
2
PΛΣ λ¯
Λ
Aλ
Σ
B, (3.4)
ΩA = −i PΛΣ Y ΛAB λΣC ǫBC − i PΛγaλΛBa ǫAB −
i
2
PΛΣ /F+ΛλΣA +
i
3
PΛΣΓλ
Γ
C λ¯
Λ
Aλ
Σ
B ǫ
BC ,
(3.5)
C = − i
2
PΛΣ Y
Λ
ABY
ABΣ + i PΛΣF+Λab Fab+Σ − i PΛS¯Λaa − 2i PΛF−abΛTabCDǫCD
+ i PΛΣ λ¯
Λ
Aγ
aλAΣa +
i
2
PΛΣΓ Y
AB Λλ¯ΓAλ
Σ
B + 4i PΛλ¯
AΛχA (3.6)
− i
4
PΛΣΓF+Λab (λ¯ΓAγabλΣB ǫAB) +
i
96
PΛΣΓ∆(λ¯
Λ
Aγ
abλΣB ǫ
AB)(λ¯ΓCγabλ
∆
D ǫ
CD).
Note that the homogeneity of P (L) with respect to PΛ implies that
2P (L) = PΛL
Λ, PΛ = PΛΣL
Σ, PΛΣΓL
Γ = 0, PΛΣΓ∆L
∆ = −PΛΣΓ. (3.7)
The superspace invariant action is then
Svector =
∫ [
1
4!
eaebecedǫabcd
(
C − 2iP Tef ABǫABT efCDǫCD
)
+
i
3!
eaebec
(
ǫABψ¯AγabcΩB − ψ¯A /TBCγabcσDǫABǫCD
)
(3.8)
+
i
2
eaeb ψ¯AγabψBZCDǫ
ACǫBD + i ǫABψ¯AψB e
aeb
(
t+ab − 2i P TabCDǫCD
)
+i ǫABǫCDψ¯AψBψ¯CγdσDe
d + ǫABǫCDψ¯AψBψ¯CψDP
]
+ h.c.,
where one replaces the expression for the various components as in (3.2)–(3.6).
The spacetime action follows by projecting this expression, also using the constraints
for the conformal vielbein and gravitini. We give here the bosonic part of the resulting
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action, written using the prepotential
χV = i
(
PΛL¯
Λ − P¯ΛLΛ
)
= −2 (ℑP )ΛΣLΛL¯Σ, (3.9)
where (ℑP ) denotes the (positive definite) imaginary part of the matrix PΛΣ:
Svector =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
χV
6
R − 4
3
χVD − 2 (ℑP )ΛΣDaLΛDaL¯Σ + i PΛΣF+Λab F+Σ ab
−i P¯ΛΣF−Λab F−Σab − 2i PΛFΛabT abABǫAB + 2i P¯ΛFΛabT abABǫAB (3.10)
+2i P¯ (TABab ǫAB)(T
abABǫAB)− 2i P (TabABǫAB)(T abABǫAB) + (ℑP )ΛΣY ΛABY ΣAB
]
.
Note that in all these formulae
FΛab = FΛab − LΛ TabABǫAB − L¯Λ TABab ǫAB, (3.11)
at the bosonic level, and FΛµν = 2∂[µW
Λ
ν] .
While the structure resembles that of special geometry for the scalar fields of the
vector multiplets and their couplings, we should emphasize that only after performing
the fixing of the compensator fields and going on-shell one really recovers all the correct
structures predicted by N = 2 supersymmetry. We should also note that in this approach
the action is constructed by starting from a holomorphic function P (L), which is related
to the prepotential of special geometry. It is therefore clear that one cannot produce
straightforwardly Lagrangians in symplectic frames where the prepotential does not ex-
ist. This is crucial, for instance, whenever one wants to obtain partial supersymmetry
breaking [28] in gauged models and therefore this has to be obtained in a different way
here. One solution is to assume that the gaugings that are electric in the frame where
a prepotential does not exist can be rotated to magnetic gaugings in a different frame,
where the prepotential exists instead. This is another compelling reason to introduce ten-
sor multiplets from the beginning and couple them to supergravity and vector multiplets,
so that we can reproduce such models.
Note also in (3.10) the presence of a linear term in the auxiliary D field and the fact
that the Einstein–Hilbert term comes multiplied by a function of the vector fields χV ,
which has to be fixed to a specific value to obtain the Poincare´ limit, introducing a scale
that breaks conformal invariance.
3.2 Tensor multiplet action
The construction of the action for the tensor multiplet uses an interesting trick noted in
[18]. Products of tensor multiplets can be recast in the form of a reduced chiral multiplet
by means of a scalar function of their scalar fields χT = χT (L), introducing an appropriate
fermionic completion for the combination
LT =
1
χT
G¯+ . . . , (3.12)
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which has the correct charges and dimension to represent the lowest component of a
vector multiplet. The complex scalar field LT has indeed qw = qc = 1, like the scalar of
the vector multiplet, and its Bianchi identity becomes identical to (2.60), for a λAT that
also satisfies (2.59), with Y TAB and FTab also satisfying their respective Bianchi identities.
For a single tensor, the generating potential χT with qw = 2 and qc = 0, homogeneous in
the tensor scalar fields and SU(2) invariant, is uniquely singled out to
χT =
√
2LABLAB. (3.13)
Consequently, the lowest component of the corresponding reduced chiral multiplet is
LT =
1
χT
G¯+
1
χ3T
ζ¯AζB L
AB, (3.14)
while the other components of the multiplet are
λTA =
1
χT
(
γaζaA − 1
2
γcdTCDcd ǫCDǫAB − 8LABχB
)
+
1
χ3T
(
−2LABGζB − 2γaζCLaABLBC + 2ǫAB /˜hζCLBC + ζ¯AζB ζB
)
(3.15)
− 6
χ5T
LABζ
B ζ¯MζNL
MN ,
Y TAB =
1
χT
(
DaLaAB − 4DLAB + 4χ¯(AζB)
)
+
1
χ3T
[
− 2GG¯LAB − 2
(
LaAD − ǫADh˜a
)
LDC
(
LaBC − ǫBC h˜a
)
+G ζ¯AζB + G¯ ǫACǫBD ζ¯
CζD + 2LC(Aζ¯
CγaζaB) + 2LC(Aζ¯
C
a γ
aζB)
− 2LAB ζ¯Ca γaζC + LaAB ζ¯CγaζC + LaC(Aζ¯CγaζB) + h˜aǫC(Aζ¯CγaζB)
− 1
2
LAB
(
TCDab ǫCD ζ¯
EγabζF ǫEF + Tab CDǫ
CDζ¯Eγ
abζF ǫ
EF
)
− 16L(A|C|LB)Dχ¯C ζ¯D − 16LABχ¯CζDLCD
]
(3.16)
+
1
χ5T
[
− 6LAB(G ζ¯CζDLCD + G¯ζ¯CζDLCD)
− 12LaC(ALB)ELCD ζ¯EγaζD + 12LC(AǫB)ELDE h˜aζ¯CγaζD
+ 6LC(Aζ¯B)ζDζ¯
CζD + 6ǫD(AǫB)C ζ¯
CζDLEF ζ¯EζF
]
− 30
χ7T
LAB ζ¯
CζDLCD ζ¯EζFL
EF ,
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FT ab = 2D[a
(
h˜b]
χT
)
− LTTabABǫAB − L¯TTABab ǫAB
+
1
χT
(
Rab
C
BLCAǫ
AB +
1
2
(
ζ¯AρBabǫAB + ζ¯AρabBǫ
AB
))
1
χ3T
[
− 2L[aACLb]BDLCDǫAB + 2LAB ζ¯[aCγb]ζBǫAC (3.17)
− 2LAB ζ¯B[aγb]ζCǫAC + L[aAB ζ¯Bγb]ζCǫAC
]
+
12
χ5T
L[aABL
CDLDEǫ
DAζ¯Eγb]ζC .
Once the components of the restricted chiral multiplet have been written in terms of
the tensor multiplet fields, one obtains the action for the tensor multiplet by using a
Lagrangian that expresses the couplings of a vector and a tensor multiplet as follows:
S =
∫ [
2B ∧
(
FT +
1
2
LT ψ¯AψBǫ
AB +
1
2
L¯T ψ¯
AψBǫAB
)
+
1
4!
eaebecedǫabcd
(
λ¯TAζ
A + λ¯T AζA −GLT − G¯L¯T − LABY TAB
)
− i
3!
eaebec
(
ψ¯AγabcζALT + ψ¯
Aγabcλ
T
A − ψ¯AγabcζAL¯T − ψ¯AγabcλT A
)
− i
2
eaeb
(
ψ¯AγabψBL
ABLT − ψ¯AγabψBLABL¯T
)]
. (3.18)
One has to use this coupling, rather than directly the action for the vector multiplets
because the 2-form FT already contains second derivatives of the scalar fields and therefore
(3.18) is the right action that gives a two derivative Lagrangian.
As before, we can produce the spacetime Lagrangian by projecting (3.18) to the
θ = dθ = 0 surface, whose bosonic part is the following:
Stensor =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
χT
6
R− 1
χT
H˜µH˜µ +
1
2χT
DµLABD
µLAB
− 2
χT
H˜µ ωµ
C
BLACǫ
AB +
1
χ3T
ǫµνρσ√−gBµν∂ρLABL
BC∂σLCDǫ
CD (3.19)
−GG¯
χT
+
2
3
χT D
]
.
In the previous discussion symmetry arguments fixed the form of the prepotential χT
for a single tensor multiplet. Once on-shell, after dualization of the massless tensor field
to a scalar, we expect the resulting scalar σ-model to reproduce one of the quaternionic-
Ka¨hler manifolds describing the hypermultiplet self-interactions. It is clear, though, that
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a specific form of χT will result in a specific σ-model. On the other hand, supersymmetry
does not fix uniquely such scalar manifold for a single hypermultiplet. There are infinite
consistent families of manifolds with different numbers of symmetries. One could therefore
ask whether it is possible to generalize this procedure to generate a different ansatz for
χT . Since SU(2) invariance and the requirement of the U(1) and Weyl charges for χT
uniquely specify it if we use a single tensor multiplet, we could think that the non-linear
multiplet could come to our rescue. As we will see later, the scalar matrix of the non-linear
multiplet, which have zero chiral and Weyl charge, are going to be fixed to the identity
when used as compensators for the SU(2) superconformal symmetry. This means that
one could use them in χT to generate almost arbitrary functions of the tensor fields that
do not respect SU(2) invariance on-shell. One could, for instance, contract the SU(2)
triplet LAB with a constant scalar vector constructed as
mAB = Φ
i
AΦ
j
Bmij , (3.20)
where
mij =
i
2
(σr)i
kǫkj m
r (3.21)
is a triplet of constants, and use this combination to generate a more general expression
for χT . Actually, the most general case could have three such independent vectors and
the generating potential will be therefore an arbitrary function of these SU(2) invariant
contractions, homogeneous of degree 1 in LAB. Once we go to Poincare` by fixing Φ
A
i = δ
A
i ,
this would lead to a prepotential of the form
χT = |~L| f
(
L1
|~L| ,
L2
|~L|
)
, (3.22)
for an arbitrary function f . Unfortunately, when doing so, there is no completion of (3.12)
by means of fermion bi-linears and/or additional bosonic terms that makes it the lowest
component of a vector multiplet. Thus, this construction produces a single, specific,
scalar manifold.
As a final point in this discussion we also note that in (3.19) there is once more a
linear term in the auxiliary D field, which would put us on-shell again. In order to stay
off-shell, however, we can add a term proportional to the constraint (2.81) [19, 21], so
that we can cancel at the same time the terms proportional to D in the tensor action
(3.19) and in the vector action (3.10). The bosonic part is given by
Scon =
∫
d4x
√−g 2
(
D − 2VbV b −MABMAB + 1
4
ΦBaiΦ
ai
B − V aa
)
(2χV − χT ), (3.23)
where
V aa = ∂aV
a + faa + . . . . (3.24)
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While we are simply adding zero to the Lagrangian, we are effectively replacing the linear
term in D with quadratic terms in the other auxiliary fields. A very important fact to
note here is that the sum of the vector action (3.10), tensor action (3.19) and constraint
(3.23) not only eliminates the linear terms in D, but it also reduces the terms proportional
to the Ricci scalar and kinetic term for the gravitino to∫
d4x
√−g χV
[
R
2
− (ψ¯µAγµνρDνψAρ + h.c.)
]
. (3.25)
3.3 The quaternionic manifold
A massless tensor multiplet in four dimensions is dual to a massless scalar field. For
this reason we can rewrite the action of the tensor multiplet in terms of an action for a
hypermultiplet whose scalar σ-model parameterizes a quaternionic-Ka¨hler manifold. To
see this, we need to look at the on-shell action, removing the auxiliary fields Va, ω
A
B and
dualizing the tensor field by adding a topological term of the form
Stop = −
∫
H ∧ dw. (3.26)
Identifying the dual 1-form of the tensor field strength with h and after integrating by
parts the derivative term on the V a field in (3.23), the relevant terms in the Lagrangian
can be expressed as a line element, collecting all quadratic terms in ∂aLAB, V
a, ha and
ωAa B. Using a vectorial notation for the SU(2) triplets, we can express the geometry of
the scalar σ-model by the line element
ds2 = − 1
χT
h2 − h
χT
[
L1
(L2)2 + (L3)2
(L2dL3 − L3dL2)− ~L · ~ω
]
− 2 V a∂aχT
+ 4(χT − ℓ2)(V 2 − |~ω|2) + 1
4χT
(d~L− ~ω ∧ ~L)2 + hdw, (3.27)
where ℓ2 = 2χV , which is going to be related to the size of the scalar manifold, as
will be clear in the following. Integrating out the auxiliary fields ~ω and V a and the field
strangth h, we are left with the metric of the corresponding quaternionic-Ka¨hler manifold,
depending only on ~L and w. It is easy to recognize this manifold if we introduce spherical
coordinates for ~L, namely L1 = ℓ
2 ρ cos θ, L2 = ℓ
2 ρ sin θ sin φ, L3 = ℓ
2 ρ sin θ cos φ:
ds2 = −ℓ
2
4
[
dρ2
ρ(ρ− 1) + ρ(ρ− 1)
(
dw2 + dθ2 + dφ2 + 2 cos θ dwdφ
)]
. (3.28)
This is indeed the metric of the quaternionic manifold SO(4,1)/SO(4), with the correct
signature for the kinetic terms whenever ρ > 1. It is suggestive to rewrite this metric as
ds2 = −ℓ
2
4
[
dr2
r(1− r)2 +
4r
(1− r)2dΩ
2
S3
]
, (3.29)
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by setting ρ = 1/(1 − r), which is the metric for Euclidean AdS space, seen as the
hypersurface
− (X0)2 + (X1)2 + (X2)2 + (X3)2 + (X4)2 = −ℓ
2
4
, (3.30)
embedded in Minkowski space in five dimensions, using the solution
X0 =
ℓ
2
(
1 + r
1− r
)
, (3.31)
XI = ℓ
√
r
1− rΩ
I , (3.32)
where ΩI is the angular parametrization of the 3-sphere. The S3 metric has been written
here using its Hoof-fibration structure, which is going to be useful in the following. This
is made explicit by introducing the triplet of SU(2) left-invariant forms
σˆ1 + i σˆ2 =− 1
2
eiw (dθ − i sin θdφ) , (3.33)
σˆ3 =
1
2
(dw + cos θdφ), (3.34)
which satisfy dσˆi = ǫijkσˆj ∧ σˆk, so that dΩ2S3 =
∑
i(σˆi)
2.
One should have expected this result because of the very high symmetry of the pre-
potential function χT . Less symmetric σ-models could follow from less symmetric χT
functions, if one could complete consistently (3.12) to the lowest component of a reduced
chiral multiplet.
3.4 Other multiplet relations
In the previous part of the work we encountered examples of maps between different
superconformal multiplets. In section 2.3, in fact, we showed how to build a chiral
multiplet out of a product of vector multiplets, while in section 2.5 a tensor multiplet
has been constructed as a function of the components of the vector multiplet. While it
revealed to be extremely useful in the construction of superconformal actions, this fact
can be of interest in its own right and we would like to elaborate it further in what follows.
Let us notice first of all that, in the same spirit of section 2.5, one can try to con-
struct a vector multiplet out of a non-linear multiplet. The starting point is always the
identification of the component L of the vector. In this case the ansatz
LNL =M
ABǫAB (3.35)
has the correct Weyl and chiral weights. From the transformation rules of MAB, one can
check that DLNL organizes exactly in the form (2.60), with
λNLA = 4ǫABχ
B − γabτATBCab ǫBC − 4ǫABγaτBVa (3.36)
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− 2τAMBCǫBC − 2ǫABγaτBa − 2ǫABΦBi γaΦiaCτC . (3.37)
Continuing with this procedure one can check that also the other components correctly
fulfill the Bianchi identities. Unfortunately, higher compontents contain terms with sec-
ond derivatives of the fields, as can be seen from the inspection of their bosonic part
FNLab = −i(F+ab − F−ab)− 2MCDTCDab − 2MCDTab CD − 4V[ab], (3.38)
Y NLAB = −4ǫ(A|C|ΦCi ΦiaB)Va − ǫ(A|C|ΦCi DaΦiaB). (3.39)
This implies that, once inserted in the superconformal action for the vector multiplet
(3.10), one gets higher derivative couplings, which are an undesirable feature if we focus
on the Poincare´ low energy action, but could be of interest in the construction of more
general conformal models.
Another interesting fact to be explored would be the construction of a chiral multiplet
as a product of vector multiplets, in which one or more of the latter are expressed as
function of tensor multiplets. Again this is going to produce an invariant action with the
presence of higher derivatives and, for this reason, we did not investigate it further.
Finally we think it would be important to investigate also the existence of the inverse
for any of the aforementioned maps, but this is beyond the actual purpose of the present
work.
3.5 The Poincare´ limit
The analysis of the conformal couplings of vector and tensor multiplets we presented so far
has not been done to study these models in a (super)conformal invariant framework, but
rather to provide a derivation of the off-shell formulation of Poincare´ supergravity cou-
pled to matter. This means that we have to think of the conformal (super)symmetries as
a mere tool to construct easily the Lagrangian and supersymmetry rules of the Poincare´
theory. In fact, by means of the additional symmetries present in the superconformal
group we can linearly realize some of the symmetries and simplify some of the couplings
that otherwise would be complicated to determine. The price we have to pay is to in-
troduce a certain number of fields that act as compensators for such symmetries and
whose fixing to a definite value brings us back to the ordinary Poincare´ theory. We
need to fix fields on which special conformal transformations Ka, dilatations D, confor-
mal supersymmetries SA, chiral U(1) TU(1) and SU(2) T
A
B transformations act as gauge
symmetries. While doing so, we have to be sure that the conditions we impose remain
invariant with respect to the residual super-Poincare´ group. This happens if we redefine
the Poincare´ supersymmetries by additional field-dependent transformations of the sym-
metries we fixed. Clearly in the following discussion all expressions have to be understood
in ordinary spacetime and not in superspace.
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Following [21], we start by fixing invariance under dilatations, choosing a condition
that brings the term proportional to the Ricci tensor to the usual Einstein–Hilbert form
χV = −i
(
LΛP¯Λ − L¯ΛPΛ
)
= κ−2. (3.40)
We restored in this formula the dimensionful coupling constant κ, which explicitly breaks
conformal invariance, but in the following we will use natural units. This constraint is
not invariant under dilatations nor supersymmetry, but we can solve this by requiring
that
δPoincare´Q (ǫ)χV = δD(ǫ)χV + δQ(ǫ)χV = 0, (3.41)
i.e. that Poincare´ supersymmetry transformations include field-dependent dilatation trans-
formations such that the above expression vanishes. However, having non-zero ΛD would
affect the transformation rule of the vielbein, because
δDe
a = −ΛDea (3.42)
and this would mean that we would need to perform non-trivial field redefinitions on the
metric to go back to the standard form of the graviton supersymmetry transformation
δPoincare´Q e
a = ǫ¯AγaψA − ψ¯AγaǫA. (3.43)
For this reason we fix δQχV = 0, which, in turn, implies ΛD = 0. This can be obtained
by setting (
P¯Λ − L¯ΣPΛΣ
)
λΛA = −2i (ℑP )ΛΣL¯ΣλΛA = 0, (3.44)
which now fixes one fermion as a function of the others and breaks conformal super-
symmetry. In fact this condition does not remain invariant under supersymmetry nor
conformal supersymmetry. We restore Poincare´ supersymmetry invariance by requiring
that the conformal supersymmetry parameter ηA be a function of the fields as follows
ηA =− i
2
[
ǫ¯Bλ
B Λ(P¯ΛΣ − PΛΣ)λΣA − PΛΣΓǫ¯BλΓB L¯ΛλΣA
+
(
P¯Λ − PΛΣL¯Σ
)(
γaǫAL
Λ
a +
1
2
/FΛǫABǫB + Y ΛABǫB
)]
. (3.45)
We can then move safely to special conformal transformations, which are fixed by the
condition
b = 0, (3.46)
and the requirement that
ΛaK =
1
2
(
ǫ¯AφaA + ǫ¯Aφ
aA − η¯AψaA − η¯AψaA − ǫ¯AγaχA − ǫ¯AγaχA
)
. (3.47)
Finally we can fix SU(2) invariance by choosing
ΦAi = δ
A
i (3.48)
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and at the same time requiring that the SU(2) parameter be fixed in terms of supersym-
metry as
ΛAB δ
B
i = 2ǫ¯iτ
A − δAi ǫ¯CτC − 2ǫ¯Aτi + δAi ǫ¯CτC . (3.49)
Note that although we fixed local SU(2) invariance, our actions are still invariant under
global SU(2) transformations. We still have local U(1) invariance, which is usually fixed
by imposing
X0 = X¯0, (3.50)
removing another scalar field from the vector multiplet content. Therefore, the resulting
theory has only nV vector multiplet complex scalars z
i (i = 1, . . . , nV ) and nV vector
multiplet doublets of fermions, as a consequence of (3.44).
We can now see explicitly how this procedure affects the action, written in terms of
the component fields. We focus on the vector multiplet action and the constraint, because
they are the ones that are most affected by this procedure.
After a very long and tedious calculation and up to a total derivative term, the vector
multiplet action can be written as the sum of four pieces, collecting together the kinetic
terms, the terms depending on the auxiliary fields, the Pauli-like couplings and the 4-fermi
interactions, which we discard in the following:
Lvector = Lkin + LPauli + Laux. (3.51)
Up to 4-fermi interactions we therefore have
e−1Lkin = χV
(
R
6
− 4
3
D
)
− 2(ℑP )ΛΣDaLΛDaL¯Σ +
[
i PΛΣ F
+Λ
ab F
ab+Σ
− 1
3
χV ψ¯aAγ
abcDbψ
A
c + (ℑP )ΛΣLΣ ψ¯aAγabcψAc DbL¯Λ
− (ℑP )ΛΣ λ¯ΛAγaDaλAΣ −
i
2
PΛΣΓDaL
Λ λ¯ΣAγ
aλAΓ
−4
3
(ℑP )ΛΣ L¯Σλ¯ΛAγabDaψAb + 2 (ℑP )ΛΣ ψ¯Aa /DL¯ΛγaλΣA + h.c.
]
,
(3.52)
e−1LPauli = 4(ℑP )ΛΣF−abΛψ¯aAγbλΣBǫAB + 4(ℑP )ΛΣψ¯aAψbBǫAB F−abΣLΛ
− i
4
PΛΣΓλ¯
Λ
Cγ
abλΣDǫ
CD F Γab + h.c. ,
(3.53)
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and
e−1Laux = (ℑP )ΛΣ Y ΛABY ABΣ +
[
4 (ℑP )ΛΣ L¯Λ F+abΣTCDab ǫCD
− 2 (ℑP )ΛΣLΛLΣ TabABǫABT abCDǫCD −
16
3
(ℑP )ΛΣLΛ χ¯AλAΣ − 5
3
χV ψ¯aAγ
aχA
− 4
3
(ℑP )ΛΣ λ¯ΛAγaψbB ǫAB TabCDLΣǫCD − 4 (ℑP )ΛΣLΛLΣ ψ¯aAψbBǫAB T abCDǫCD
− 4 (ℑP )ΛΣ λ¯ΛAγaψbBǫAB TabCDLΣǫCD +
5
3
χV ψ¯aAψbBǫ
AB T abCDǫCD
+
i
2
PΛΣΓ Y
ABΛλ¯ΣAλ
Γ
B − iPΛΣ Y ΛAB ψ¯aAγaλΣB+
−iPΛ ψ¯aAγabψbBY ΛAB + h.c.
]
.
(3.54)
The constraint action, up to 4-fermion couplings, can be written in terms of the compo-
nent fields as follows
e−1Lcon = 4χV
[
1
3
D + 1
12
R +
1
4
DaΦ
A
iD
aΦiA − 2VaV a −MABMAB −DaVa
+
(
τ¯Aγ
aDaτ
A − 1
6
ψ¯aAγ
abcDbψ
A
c +
1
6
τ¯AγabDaψbA − 1
2
ψ¯aAγ
abDbτ
A
+
1
6
ψ¯aAγ
aχA − 4
3
τ¯AχA + ψ¯
A
a γ
aψbA Vb − 2τ¯AψaAV a +
1
2
ψ¯a
A
γabψBb MAB
+
1
4
ΦiBDaΦ
A
i ψ¯
B
b γ
bcγaψcA − τ¯AγabψaBΦiADbΦBi
− ψ¯aAτB ΦiB DaΦAi + τ¯AγaτB ΦiADaΦBi
−τ¯A /TABτB − 1
3
τ¯A /T
AB
γaψaB +
2
3
ψ¯aAψbBT
abAB + h.c.
)]
,
(3.55)
where we set χT = 0 for the time being.
We can now proceed by implementing the constraints that produce the Poincare´ su-
pergravity action. We can solve (3.40) by introducing the so-called symplectic projective
covariant sections LΛ and MΛ of [25]. In detail, from (3.40) one deduces that
LΛ = eK/2XΛ, PΛ = MΛ = e
K/2FΛ, (3.56)
where
K = − log[−i(XΛF¯Λ − X¯ΛFΛ)] (3.57)
is the Ka¨hler potential of the vector multiplet scalar manifold and F (X) = e−KP (L) is the
special-Ka¨hler prepotential, holomorphic in the XΛ fields. This also implies PΛΣ = FΛΣ,
PΛΣΓ = e
−K/2FΛΣΓ and PΛΣΓ∆ = e
−KFΛΣΓ∆. Although the full special-Ka¨hler geometry
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can be recovered only on-shell, as it is going to be clear momentarily, we introduce all the
special-Ka¨hler quantities from the beginning so that it is easier to recover the on-shell
result.
Once we removed the extra complex scalar field, we can use the condition (3.44) to
remove the corresponding fermion fields. It is indeed easy to see that the definition
λΛA = f
Λ
i λ
i
A (3.58)
solves identically the constraint, where the derivatives fΛi ≡ DiLΛ act as a projector to
the nV -dimensional subspace of gaugini. This expression allows further simplification of
the fermion expressions in the Lagrangian, also using the identities
eK/2Cijk = FΛΣΓf
Λ
i f
Σ
j f
Γ
k , (3.59)
(ℑF )ΛΣDifΛj =
i
2
e−K/2 FΛΣΓ f
Σ
i f
Γ
j , (3.60)
fΛi f
Σ
j f
Γ
k f
∆
l FΛΣΓ∆ = e
K
[
DlCijk − 6i ClimCjkngmm¯gnn¯f¯Λm¯f¯Σn¯ (ℑF )ΛΣ
]
, (3.61)
where we used the special geometry relations
V ≡ (LΛ,MΛ), Ui ≡ DiV =
(
∂i +
1
2
∂iK
)
V = (fΛi , hiΛ), (3.62)
〈V, V¯ 〉 ≡ L¯ΛMΛ − LΛM¯Λ = −i, (3.63)
〈V, Ui〉 = 〈V¯ , Ui〉 = 0, (3.64)
〈Ui, U¯¯〉 = i gi¯, (3.65)
DiUj = i Cijkg
kk¯U¯k¯, (3.66)
UΛΣ ≡ fΛi gi¯f¯Σ¯ =
1
2
(ℑF )ΛΣ + LΛL¯Σ. (3.67)
At this point, combining the actions together, we see that the linear terms in D
disappear, while the kinetic terms of graviton and gravitino and the coupling of the
auxiliary field χA with the gravitino simplify to the expected form (again up to total
derivatives and discarding 4-fermion couplings)
Lfinal = Lkin + LPauli + Laux, (3.68)
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where
e−1Lkin =
R
2
− gi¯∇azi∇az¯¯ +
(
Aa − i
2
∇azi∂iK + i
2
∇az¯¯∂¯K
)2
+
[
i FΛΣ F
+Λ
ab F
ab+Σ − ψ¯aAγabc
(
∇b + 1
4
∇azi∂iK − 1
4
∇az¯¯∂¯K
)
ψAc
− 1
2
gi¯ λ¯
i
Aγ
a
(
∇a − i
2
Aa − 1
2
∇azk∂kK + 1
2
∇az¯k¯∂k¯K
)
λA ¯
+ 4 τ¯Aγ
a
(
∇a − i
2
Aa
)
τA +
8
3
τ¯Aγ
ab
(
∇a − i
2
Aa
)
ψAb
+gi¯ ψ¯
A
a /∇z¯¯γaλiA + h.c.
]
,
(3.69)
e−1LPauli = −1
2
(ℑF )ΛΣDifΣj λ¯iCγabλjD ǫCD F Γab
+ 4(ℑF )ΛΣfΣi F−abΛ ψ¯aAγbλiB ǫAB + 4(ℑF )ΛΣLΛ ψ¯aAψbBǫAB F−abΣ + h.c. ,
(3.70)
and
e−1Laux = (ℑF )ΛΣ Y ΛABY ABΣ − 8VaV a − 4MABMAB − ωaAB ωaAB[
4 (ℑF )ΛΣ L¯Λ F+abΣTCDab ǫCD − 2 (ℑF )ΛΣLΛLΣ TabABǫABT abCDǫCD
+ 3 ψ¯aAψbBǫ
ABT abCDǫCD − 4 (ℑF )ΛΣfΛi LΣ λ¯iAγaψbBǫABTabCDǫCD
− 4 (ℑF )ΛΣLΛLΣ ψ¯aAψbBǫABT abCDǫCD
− iFΛΣ fΣi Y ΛABψ¯aAγaλiB − iMΛψ¯aAγabψbBY ΛAB
− 4
3
τ¯AγabψaB ωb
B
A − 4ψ¯aAτB ωaAB − 1
2
gi¯ λ¯
i
Aγ
aλB¯ωa
A
B
− ψ¯aAγaχA + (ℑF )ΛΣDifΣj Y ABΛ
(
λ¯iAλ
j
B
)
− 16
3
τ¯AχA + 4 ψ¯
A
a γ
aψbA Vb − 8τ¯AψaAV a + 2ψ¯aAγabψBb MAB
−4τ¯A /TABτB − 4
3
τ¯A /T
AB
γaψaB + h.c.
)]
,
(3.71)
Here∇ contains the spin connection and the Levi–Civita connection of the scalar σ-model.
Note that the U(1) connection Aa on-shell contains the Ka¨hler connection, providing the
appropriate structures required by Special Ka¨hler geometry.
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4 Gauging
In this last section we are going to discuss a gauging of the previous action. There are
various possibilities that can be considered and are compatible with conformal invariance.
In our case we would like to see if it is possible to generate a coupling of the tensor field
to the vectors as the on-shell result of a modification of the actions discussed above, by
means of new off-shell couplings. In particular, we are interested in gaugings involving
the tensor field, because it is known that one cannot obtain all possible gaugings using
the superconformal construction of Poincare` supergravity without them. We showed in
previous sections that the vector multiplet couplings are fixed in terms of a prepotential
function P (L), which is related to the Special Ka¨hler geometry prepotential F (X) by a
rescaling. Unfortunately the latter exists only in special symplectic frames. This implies
that the gaugings one can obtain using only vector fields starting from such prescription
are limited. The way out is to use tensor fields, which are usually introduced as auxiliary
fields related by additional duality relations to the other fields [23, 24]. In the following
we want to do it in a new way that involves the full tensor multiplet and preserves the
off-shell structure of the theory. We also want to make use of the non-linear multiplet as
compensator rather than using a hypermultiplet like in [23, 24].
A natural proposal is to add the superconformal invariant action specifying the cou-
plings of a tensor multiplet to vector multiplets:
S = eΛ
∫ [
2B ∧
(
FΛ +
1
2
LΛ ψ¯AψBǫ
AB +
1
2
L¯Λ ψ¯AψBǫAB
)
− 1
4!
eaebecedǫabcd
(
GLΛ + G¯L¯Λ + LABY ΛAB − λ¯ΛAζA − λ¯ΛAζA
)
(4.1)
− i
3!
eaebec
(
ψ¯AγabcζAL
Λ + ψ¯Aγabcλ
Λ
A − ψ¯AγabcζAL¯Λ − ψ¯AγabcλΛA
)
− i
2
eaeb
(
ψ¯AγabψBL
ABLΛ − ψ¯AγabψBLABL¯Λ
)]
.
We already used this action to construct the self-interactions of a tensor multiplet and
its couplings to gravity. In this case the action should be taken literally and it expresses
the couplings of a tensor multiplet to a certain number of vector multiplets specified by
the charges eΛ. To see that we obtain the desired effect, we focus on the bosonic sector
of the spacetime section of this action
Sm =
∫
d4x
√−g [−LABY ΛABeΛ − (GLΛeΛ − iB+abF abΛ+eΛ + h.c.)] (4.2)
and we consider its addition to the system described by (3.10), (3.19) and (3.23).
The first thing to note is the coupling between the vector and tensor fields:
1
2
ǫabcdBabF
Λ
cdeΛ. (4.3)
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An integration by parts of this coupling generates a new term in the dual of the tensor
field-strength coupled to a linear combination of the vector fields specified by the charges
eΛ. This is therefore a new term in (3.27) of the form
+ 2H˜aAΛa eΛ, (4.4)
which changes the equation of motion for the H˜ field and, once also the other auxiliary
fields have been integrated out, results in a change of the line element (3.28) to
ds2 = −DquhuvDqv = −ℓ
2
4
[
dρ2
ρ(ρ− 1) + 4ρ(ρ− 1)
(
σˆ21 + σˆ
2
2 + (σˆ3 + eΛA
Λ)2
)]
, (4.5)
where qu = (ρ, w, θ, φ) denote the hypermultiplet scalar fields. This signals the electric
gauging of the shift symmetry of the angular variable w, dual to the tensor field. In fact,
we can put the whole lagrangian in the form of a standard electric gauging of N = 2
supergravity, writing the Poincare´ invariant bosonic lagrangian as [25]
Stot =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
R
2
− gi¯∂µzi∂µz¯¯ − huvDµquDµqv − V (q, z, z¯)
+ IΛΣFΛµνFΣµν −
1
2
RΛΣ ǫ
µνρσ
√−gF
Λ
µνF
Σ
ρσ
]
, (4.6)
where one can see the appearance of a non-trivial scalar potential. The gauge kinetic
couplings of the vector fields in (4.6) have been obtained by integration of the auxiliary
fields TABab , so that one recovers the match with the standard formulation of N = 2
supergravity
NΛΣ = RΛΣ + i IΛΣ = F¯ΛΣ − 2i T¯ΛT¯Σ(LℑF L), (4.7)
where
TΛ = −i (ℑF )ΛΣL¯
Σ
L¯∆(ℑF )∆ΓL¯Γ . (4.8)
Also, the integration of the auxiliary fields Y ΛAB and G gives the scalar potential
V =
1
8
χ2T eΛ(ℑF )ΛΣeΣ − χT |LΛeΛ|2. (4.9)
This can be brought to the standard supergravity form by properly identifying the
quaternionic-Ka¨hler structure of the scalar manifold. For ℓ2 = 2χV = 2, our scalar
model is equivalent to the one in [29] with n = −1, κ = 4, ζ = e−i φ tan(θ/2) and
τ = −(w + φ)/2, so that one recognizes the quaternionic connection
ω1 =−
√
ρ− 1√
2ρ
i (u− u¯), (4.10)
ω2 =−
√
ρ− 1√
2ρ
(u+ u¯), (4.11)
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ω3 =− ρ√
2(ρ− 1) i (v − v¯) + (1 + cos θ)dφ, (4.12)
where
u =−
√
2
√
ρ(ρ− 1) ei(φ−w)(σˆ1 − i σˆ2), (4.13)
v =
dρ√
2
√
ρ(ρ− 1) − i
√
2
√
ρ(ρ− 1) σˆ3. (4.14)
This produces the SU(2) curvatures
Ω1 ≡dω1 + ω2 ∧ ω3 = i (u ∧ v − u¯ ∧ v¯), (4.15)
Ω2 ≡dω2 + ω3 ∧ ω1 = u ∧ v + u¯ ∧ v¯, (4.16)
Ω3 ≡dω3 + ω1 ∧ ω2 = i (u ∧ u¯+ v ∧ v¯). (4.17)
We can then recognize that the Killing vector of the gauged isometry is ~kΛ = eΛ∂w, with
prepotential
PΛ =

 00
−eΛρ

 , (4.18)
so that
V =
(
UΛΣ − 3LΛL¯Σ)P xΛP xΣ + 4LΛL¯ΣkuΛhuvkvΣ = 12 (ℑF )ΛΣeΛeΣ ρ2 − 2 ρ|LΛeΛ|2, (4.19)
where we also used (3.67) and identified
ρ = χT/2. (4.20)
This match proves that the off-shell gauging of the tensor multiplet by means of the
couplings in (4.1) produces the gauging of a U(1) isometry of the hypermultiplet scalar
manifold, which would otherwise be possible only on-shell. It would be interesting to
see if it is possible to extend this construction to more general gaugings and to different
isometries of the same or of other hyper scalar manifold. This would however require
the possibility to describe different scalars that transform linearly under the action of
the gauge isometry by means of dual tensor fields. In turn, this needs a generalization of
the construction presented in section 3.2 to allow for more general tensor potentials χT ,
which at present seems beyond reach.
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A Conventions
We use the mostly plus convention for the metric, with a totally antisymmetric symbol
ǫ0123 = 1.
Spinors are Majorana, but we write them in chiral notation like in [25]:
γ5ψ
A = ψA, γ5φ
A = −φA, (A.1)
γ5ψA = −ψA, γ5φA = φA, (A.2)
γabcd = −iǫabcdγ5. (A.3)
This also means that charge conjugation acts as
(ψA)c = ψA, (R
A
B)
c = −RBA. (A.4)
Self and anti-selfdual parts of antisymmetric tensors are extracted by
t±ab =
1
2
(
δcdab ±
i
2
ǫab
cd
)
tcd. (A.5)
There are a number of interesting relations on the SU(2) indices, which we used in our
calculations:
LAB =
i
2
Lr (σr)ACǫ
CB, LAB =
i
2
Lr ǫAC(σ
r)CB, (A.6)
XACVCB = X
ACVBC − δABXCDVCD if XAC = −XCA, (A.7)
X[AB] =
1
2
ǫAB ǫ
CDXCD, (A.8)
VCΦBi = VBΦCi − VDΦEi ǫDEǫBC . (A.9)
Also, some relations between fermions are also useful to check the closure of the
Bianchi identities for the non-linear multiplet:
ψ¯AγabψC τ¯DγabτB = −4ψ¯CτDψ¯AτB − 4ψ¯AτDψ¯CτB, (A.10)
ψ¯AγaψB τ¯
CγaτD = 2ψ¯Bτ
C ψ¯AτD. (A.11)
Finally, we list here some useful Fierz rearrangements and symmetry properties of
1-form spinor bilinears:
ψ¯AψB = −ψ¯BψA, (A.12)
ψ¯Aγ
aψB = ψ¯BγaψA, (A.13)
ψ¯Aγ
abψB = ψ¯Bγ
abψA, (A.14)
ψAψ¯B =
1
2
ψ¯BψA − 1
8
ψ¯BγabψA γ
ab, (A.15)
ψA ψ¯
B =
1
2
ψ¯BγaψA γa. (A.16)
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